NOTES:
1. CLEAR COPOLYESTER
2. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE CIRCLED AND SUBJECT TO INSPECTION.
3. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE REFERENCE ONLY.
4. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES WITH THE NOMINAL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS BELOW.

VALVE SPECIFICATION:
PRIMING VOLUME: 0.12 ML (FOR ENTIRE CONNECTOR).
BACK PRESSURE: > 30 PSI, REF. (21 BAR), (40 PSI NOMINAL).
FLOW RATE: 360 ML/ MIN. (21000 ML/HR). @ 1 PSI, (0.07 BAR) (30 INCHES HEAD HEIGHT).
BIODEGRADABILITY: PASSES ISO 10993, PART 1.
MATERIALS: ALL MATERIALS ARE GAMMA RESISTANT, MEET USP CLASS VI; ARE DEHP, AND LATEX FREE.
POTENTIAL STERILIZATION ETC; AND GAMMA, BASED ON RAW MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS.